Model-informed COVID-19 vaccine prioritization strategies by age and serostatus
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Limited initial supply of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine raises the question of how to prioritize available doses. Here, we used a mathematical model to compare five age-stratified prioritization strategies. A highly effective transmission-blocking vaccine prioritized to adults ages 20-49 years minimized cumulative incidence, but mortality and years of life lost were minimized in most scenarios when the vaccine was prioritized to adults over 60 years old. Use of individual-level serological tests to redirect doses to seronegative individuals improved the marginal impact of each dose while partially addressing existing inequities in COVID-19 impact. While maximum impact prioritization strategies were broadly consistent across countries, transmission rates, vaccination rollout speeds, and estimates of naturally acquired immunity, this framework can be used to compare impacts of prioritization strategies across contexts.

SARS-CoV-2 has caused a public health and economic crisis worldwide. As of November 2020, there have been over 62 million cases and 1.4 million deaths reported (1). To combat this crisis, a variety of non-pharmaceutical interventions have been implemented, including shelter-in-place orders, limited travel, and remote schooling. While these efforts are essential to slowing transmission in the short term, long-term solutions—such as vaccines that protect from SARS-CoV-2 infection—are urgently needed.
As the benefits of an effective vaccine for individuals and their communities may result in widespread demand, it is critical that decision-making on vaccine distribution is well motivated, particularly in the initial phases when vaccine availability may be limited (2).

Here, we employ a model-informed approach to quantify the impact of COVID-19 vaccine prioritization strategies on cumulative incidence and mortality. Our approach explicitly addresses variation in three areas that can influence the outcome of vaccine distribution decisions. First, we consider variation in the performance of the vaccine, including its overall efficacy, a hypothetical decrease in efficacy by age, and the vaccine’s ability to block transmission. Second, we consider variation in both susceptibility to infection and the infection fatality rate by age. Third, we consider variation in the population and policy, including the age distribution, age-stratified contact rates, and initial fraction of seropositive individuals by age, and the speed and timing of the vaccine’s rollout relative to transmission. While the earliest doses of vaccines will be given to front-line health care workers under plans such as those from the COVAX initiative and the US NASEM recommendations (3), our work is focused on informing the prioritization of the doses that follow.

There are two main approaches to vaccine prioritization: (1) directly vaccinate those at highest risk and (2) protect them indirectly by vaccinating those who do the most transmitting. Model-based investigations of the tradeoffs between these strategies for influenza vaccination have led to recommendations that children be vaccinated due to their critical role in transmission (4, 5), and have shown that direct protection is superior when reproduction numbers are high but indirect protection is superior when transmissibility is low (6). Similar modeling for COVID-19 vaccination has found that the optimal balance between direct and indirect protection depends on both vaccine efficacy and supply, recommending direct vaccination of older adults for low-efficacy vaccines and for high-efficacy but supply-limited vaccines (7). Rather than comparing prioritization strategies, others have compared hypothetical vaccines, showing that even those with lower efficacy for direct protection may be more valuable if they also provide better indirect protection by blocking transmission (8). Prioritization of transmission-blocking
vaccines can also be dynamically updated based on the current state of the epidemic, shifting prioritization to avoid decreasing marginal returns (9). These efforts to prioritize and optimize doses complement other work showing that, under a variety of scenarios of vaccine efficacy and durability of immunity, the economic and health benefits of COVID-19 vaccines will be large in the short and medium terms (10). The problem of vaccine prioritization also parallels the more general problem of optimal resource allocation to reduce transmission, e.g. with masks (11).

**Evaluation of vaccine prioritization strategies**

We evaluated the impact of vaccine prioritization strategies using an age-stratified SEIR model, because age has been shown to be an important correlate of susceptibility (12–14), seroprevalence (12, 15), severity (16–18), and mortality (19, 20). This model includes an age-dependent contact matrix, susceptibility to infection, and infection fatality rate (IFR), allowing us to estimate cumulative incidence of SARS-CoV-2 infections, mortality due to infection, and years of life lost (YLL; see Methods) via forward simulations. Cumulative incidence, mortality, and YLL were then used as outcomes by which to compare vaccine prioritization strategies.

We first examined the impact of five vaccine prioritization strategies for a hypothetical infection-and transmission-blocking vaccine of varying efficacy. The strategies prioritized vaccines to (1) children and teenagers, (2) adults between ages 20 and 49 years, (3) adults 20 years or older, (4) adults 60 years or older, and (5) all individuals (Figure 1A). In all strategies, once the prioritized population was fully vaccinated, vaccines were allocated irrespective of age.

We measured reductions in cumulative incidence, mortality, and YLL achieved by each strategy, varying the vaccine supply between 1% and 50% of the total population, under three scenarios. In Scenario 1, vaccines were administered to 1% of the population per day until supply was exhausted, with $R_0 = 1.3$, representing mitigated spread during vaccine rollout. In Scenario 2, vaccines were administered to 1% of the population per day until supply was exhausted, but with $R_0 = 2.6$, representing
Figure 1: Impacts of vaccine prioritization strategies on mortality and infections. (A) Distribution of vaccines for five prioritization strategies: under 20, adults 20-49, adults 20+, adults 60+ and all ages. (B, C, D) Percent reductions in deaths and (E, F, G) infections in comparison to an unmitigated outbreak, covering Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; B, E), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; C, F), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; D, G). Black dots indicate breakpoints at which prioritized demographic groups have been fully vaccinated, after which vaccines are distributed without prioritization. These simulations assume contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22) and an all-or-nothing, transmission-blocking vaccine with $ve = 90\%$.

unmitigated spread during vaccine rollout. In Scenario 3, vaccines were administered before transmission began, referred to as anticipatory rollout, with $R_0 = 2.6$. We considered two ways in which vaccine efficacy ($ve$) could be below 100%: an all-or-nothing vaccine, where the vaccine provides perfect protection to a fraction $ve$ of individuals who receive it, or as a leaky vaccine, where all vaccinated individuals have reduced probability $ve$ of infection after vaccination (see Methods).

Of the five strategies, direct vaccination of adults over 60 years (60+) nearly always reduced mortality and YLL more than the alternative strategies when transmission was high ($R_0 = 2.6$; Scenarios 2 and 3; 90% efficacy, Fig. 1; 30%-100% efficacy, Fig. S2). Exceptions occurred only in anticipatory vaccination when vaccine efficacy was 80% or higher and supply was sufficient to cover over 45% of the population (Fig. S2). For lower transmission ($R_0 = 1.3$; Scenario 1), direct vaccination of adults 60+ reduced mortality more than the alternative strategies when vaccine supply was low ($< 8\%$ coverage)
or when both vaccine supply and efficacy were high (> 35% supply, > 80% efficacy) with vaccination of adults 20-49 providing slightly better reductions in mortality otherwise (Figs. 1 and S2). Prioritizing adults 20-49 minimized cumulative incidence in all three scenarios for all vaccine efficacies (Figs. 1 and S2). Findings for Scenario 2 were unaffected by vaccination rollout speed (0.25% to 2% per day), but faster rollout speeds increased the range of vaccine supply levels at which vaccination of adults 20-49 provided better mortality reduction in Scenario 1 (Fig. S3). Findings for mortality and YLL were only slightly changed by modeling vaccine efficacy as all-or-nothing (Fig. S2) or leaky (Fig. S4). However, to minimize incidence, optimal prioritization shifted to those under 20 y for low-efficacy leaky vaccines in Scenarios 1 and 2 (Fig. S4).

Impact of transmission rates, age demographics, and contact structure

To evaluate the impact of transmission rates on the strategy that most reduced mortality, we varied the basic reproductive number $R_0$ from 1.3 to 2.6 for a hypothetical infection- and transmission-blocking vaccine with $\nu e = 90\%$. We found that prioritizing adults 60+ remained the best way to reduce mortality and YLL for all vaccine supplies, unless transmission rates were low when the vaccine was rolled out during ongoing transmission ($R_0 \leq 1.5$); see Figs. 2A and S5). However, vaccinating prior to transmission revealed combinations of transmission rates and vaccine supplies for which vaccinating adults 20-49 or all adults 20+ were more effective (see Figs. 2B and S5). Prioritizing adults 20-49 minimized infections for all values of $R_0$ investigated (Fig. S5).

To determine whether our findings were robust across countries, we analyzed the ranking of prioritization strategies for populations with the age distributions and modeled contact structures of the United States, Belgium, Brazil, China, India, Poland, South Africa, and Spain. Across these countries, direct vaccination of adults 60+ minimized mortality for most levels of vaccine supply when transmission was high ($R_0 = 2.6$, Scenarios 2 and 3; Fig. 2C and D), but in only some cases when transmission was low ($R_0 = 1.3$, Scenario 1; Fig. 2E). Across countries, vaccination of adults 20-49 nearly always minimized
infections, and vaccination of adults 60+ nearly always minimized YLL for Scenarios 2 and 3, but no clear ranking of strategies emerged consistently to minimize YLL in Scenario 1 (Fig. S6).

**Vaccines with imperfect transmission blocking effects**

We also considered whether the rankings of prioritization strategies to minimize mortality would change if a vaccine were to block COVID-19 symptoms and mortality with 90% efficacy but with variable impact on SARS-CoV-2 infection and transmission. We found that direct vaccination of adults 60+ minimized mortality for all three Scenarios and for all vaccine supplies when up to 70% of transmission was blocked, and up to complete transmission blocking for most vaccine supply levels (Supplementary Text S1 and Supplementary Fig. S7).
Figure 3: Effects of age-dependent vaccine efficacy on the impacts of prioritization strategies. (A) Diagram of hypothetical age-dependent vaccine efficacy shows decrease from 90% baseline efficacy to 50% efficacy among individuals 80+ beginning at age 60 (dashed line). (B, C, D) Percent reduction in deaths in comparison to an unmitigated outbreak for transmission-blocking all-or-nothing vaccines with either constant 90% efficacy for all age groups (solid lines) or age-dependent efficacy shown in panel A (dashed lines), covering Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; B), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; C), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; D). Black dots indicate breakpoints at which prioritized demographic groups have been fully vaccinated, after which vaccines are distributed without prioritization. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission blocking vaccine.

Variation in vaccine efficacy by age

COVID-19 vaccines may not be equally effective across age groups in preventing infection or transmission, a phenomenon known to affect influenza vaccines (23–26). To understand the impact of age-dependent COVID-19 vaccine efficacy, we incorporated a hypothetical linear decrease from a baseline efficacy of 90% for those under 60 y to 50% in those 80 y and older (Figure 3). As expected, this diminished the benefits of any prioritization strategy that included older adults. For instance, strategies prioritizing adults 20-49 were unaffected by decreased efficacy among adults 60+, while strategies prioritizing adults 60+ were markedly diminished (Fig 3). Despite these effects, prioritization of adults 60+ remained superior to the alternative strategies to minimize mortality in Scenarios 2 and 3.

To test whether more substantial age-dependent vaccine effects would change which strategy minimized mortality in Scenarios 2 and 3, we varied the onset age of age-dependent decreases in efficacy, the extent to which it decreased, and the baseline efficacy from which it decreased. We found that as long as vaccine efficacy among adults 80+ was at least 25%, prioritizing adults 60+ remained superior.
in the overwhelming majority of parameter combinations and across vaccine supply levels. This finding was robust to varying population contact structure and demographics and whether the vaccine was modeled as leaky vs all-or-nothing (Fig. S8). Only when vaccine supplies neared 50% of the population, or when efficacy among adults 80+ dropped below 25%, did the best available strategy switch from direct vaccination of adults 60+ to an alternative.

**Incorporation of population seroprevalence and individual serological testing**

If naturally acquired antibodies correlate with protection from reinfection, seroprevalence will affect vaccine prioritization in two ways. First, depending on the magnitude and age distribution of seroprevalence at the time of vaccine distribution, the ranking of strategies could change. Second, distributing vaccines to seropositive individuals would reduce the marginal benefit of vaccination per dose.

To investigate the impact of vaccinating in mid-epidemic while potentially employing serology to target the vaccine to seronegative individuals, we included age-stratified seroprevalence estimates in our model by moving the data-specified proportion of seropositive individuals from susceptible to recovered status. We then simulated two approaches to vaccine distribution. First, vaccines were distributed according to the five prioritization strategies introduced above, regardless of any individual’s serostatus. Second, vaccines were distributed with a serological test, such that individuals with a positive serological test would not be vaccinated, allowing their dose to be given to someone else.

We included age-stratified seroprevalence estimates from New York City [August 2020; overall seroprevalence 26.9% (27)], and demographics and age-contact structure the United States in evaluations of the previous five prioritization strategies. For this analysis, we focused on Scenario 2 (1% rollout per day, $R_0 = 2.6$ in the absence of seropositives), and found that the ranking of strategies to minimize incidence, mortality, and YLL remained unchanged: prioritizing adults 60+ most reduced mortality and prioritizing adults 20-49 most reduced incidence, regardless of whether vaccination was limited to seronegative individuals (Fig. 4). These rankings were unchanged when we used lower or higher age-stratified sero-
Figure 4: Effects of existing seropositivity on the impacts of prioritization strategies. Percent reductions in (A) infections, (B) deaths, and (C) years of life lost (YLL) for prioritization strategies when existing age-stratified seroprevalence is incorporated (August 2020 estimates for New York City; mean seroprevalence 26.9% (27)). Plots show reductions for Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$, realized $R = 1.91$) when vaccines are given to all individuals (solid lines) or to only seronegatives (dashed lines), inclusive of imperfect serotest sensitivity and specificity. Shown: U.S. contact patterns and demographics (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission-blocking vaccine with $ve = 90\%$. See Figs. S9 and S10 for lower and higher seroprevalence examples, respectively.

prevalence estimates to test the consistency of results (Connecticut, July 2020, overall seroprevalence 3.4% (28) and synthetic, overall seroprevalence 39.5%; Figs. S9 and S10). Preferentially vaccinating seronegative individuals yielded large additional reductions in cumulative incidence and mortality in locations with higher seroprevalence (Figs. 4 and S10) and modest reductions in locations with low seroprevalence (Fig. S9). These results remained unchanged when statistical uncertainty, due to sample size and imperfect test sensitivity and specificity, were incorporated into the model (29).

Discussion

This study demonstrated the use of an age-stratified modeling approach to evaluate and compare vaccine prioritization strategies for SARS-CoV-2. After accounting for country-specific age structure, age-contact structure, infection fatality rates, and seroprevalence, as well as the age-varying efficacy of a hypothetical vaccine, we found that across countries those 60y and older should be prioritized to minimize deaths, assuming a return to pre-pandemic behavior during or after vaccine rollout. This recommendation is robust because of the dramatic differences in IFR by age. Our model identified two general regimes in which prioritizing all adults or adults aged 20-49 would provide greater mortality benefits than priori-
tizing older adults. One regime was restricted to the simultaneous conditions of transmission-mitigating behavior \( R_0 = 1.3 \), vaccine efficacy 80% or below, and 90% or higher transmission blocking. Another regime was characterized by vaccines with very low efficacy in older adults, very high efficacy in younger adults, and declines in efficacy starting at 49 or 59, for a leaky vaccine, and even more restrictive conditions for an all-or-nothing vaccine. The advantage of prioritizing all adults or adults 20-49 vs. adults 60+ was small under these conditions. Thus, we conclude that for mortality reduction, prioritization of older adults is a robust strategy that will be optimal or close to optimal to minimize mortality for virtually all plausible vaccine characteristics.

In contrast, the ranking of infection-minimizing strategies depended on whether we considered an all-or-nothing vaccine or a leaky vaccine. Modeling all-or-nothing vaccines led to consistent recommendations to prioritize adults 20-49 across efficacy values and countries. However, for leaky vaccines, prioritization shifted toward children and teenagers for vaccine efficacy of 50%, in line with prior work (7). We also found that the transition point between top-ranked strategies varied by country demographics and contact patterns when considering a leaky vaccine. Because a vaccine is likely to have properties of both leaky and all-or-nothing models, empirical data on vaccine performance could help resolve this difference in model recommendations, although data are difficult to obtain in practice [see, e.g. (30,31)].

It is not yet clear whether the first-generation of COVID-19 vaccines will be approved everywhere for the elderly or those under 18y (32–34). While our conclusions assumed that the vaccine would be approved for all age groups, the evaluation approaches introduced here can be tailored to evaluate a subset of approaches restricted to those within the age groups for which a vaccine is licensed, using open-source tools such as those that accompany this manuscript. Furthermore, while we considered three possible goals of vaccination— minimizing cumulative incidence, mortality, or YLL— our framework can be adapted to consider goals such as minimizing hospitalizations, ICU occupancy (7) or economic costs (10).

We demonstrated that there is value in pairing individual-level serological tests with vaccination, even
when accounting for the uncertainties in seroprevalence estimates (29). The marginal gain in effective vaccine supply, relative to no serological testing, must be weighed against the challenges of serological testing prior to vaccination. Serostatus itself is an imperfect indicator of protection, and the relationship of prior infection, serostatus, and protection may change over time (10, 35). Delays in serological tests results would impair vaccine distribution.

The best performing strategies depend on assumptions about the extent of a population’s interactions. We used pre-pandemic contact matrices (21), reflecting the goal of a return to pre-pandemic routines once a vaccine is available, but more recent estimates of age-stratified contact rates could be valuable in modeling mid-pandemic scenarios (36, 37). The scenarios modeled here did not incorporate explicit non-pharmaceutical interventions, which might persist if vaccination coverage is incomplete, but are implicitly represented in Scenario 1 ($R_0 = 1.3$).

Our study relies on estimates of other epidemiological parameters. In local contexts, these include age-structured seroprevalence and IFR, which vary by population (19, 20, 38). Globally, key parameters include the degree to which antibodies protect against reinfection or severity of disease and relative infectiousness by age. From vaccine trials, we also need evidence of efficacy in groups vulnerable to severe outcomes, including the elderly. Additionally, it will be critical to measure whether a vaccine that protects against symptomatic disease also blocks infection and transmission of SARS-CoV-2 (39).

The role of children during this pandemic has been unclear. Under our assumptions about susceptibility by age, children are not the major drivers of transmission in communities, consistent with emerging evidence (12). Thus, our results differ from the optimal distribution for influenza vaccines, which prioritize school-age children and adults age 30-39 (5). However, the relative susceptibility and infectiousness of SARS-CoV-2 by age remain uncertain. While it is unlikely that susceptibility to infection conditional on exposure is constant across age groups (12), we ran our model to test the sensitivity of this parameter. Under the scenario of constant susceptibility by age, vaccinating those under 20 has a greater impact on reducing cumulative cases than before, but the overall ranking of strategies remains the same.
(Supplementary Figures S11, S12).

Our study is subject to a number of limitations. First, our evaluation strategy focuses on a single country at a time [rather than on between-population allocation (40)], and considers variation in disease severity only by age. However, other factors correlate with disease outcomes, such as treatment and healthcare access and comorbidities, which may correlate with factors like rural vs urban location, socioeconomic status, sex (41, 42), and race and ethnicity (43), that are not accounted for in this study. Inclusion of these factors in a model would be possible, but only with statistically sound measurements of both their stratified infection risk, contact rates, and disease outcomes. Even in the case of age stratification, contact surveys have typically not surveyed those 80 years and older, yet it is this population that suffers dramatically more severe COVID-19 disease and higher infection fatality rates. We extrapolated contact matrices to those older than 80, but direct measurements would be superior. Last, our study focused on guiding strategy rather than providing more detailed forecasting or estimates (10). As such, we have not made detailed parameter fits to time series of cases or deaths, but rather have used epidemiologic models to identify robust strategies across a range of transmission scenarios.

Our study also considers variation in disease risk only by age, via age-structured contact matrices and age-specific susceptibility, while many discussions around COVID-19 vaccine distribution have thus far focused on prioritizing healthcare or essential workers (44, 45). Contact rates, and thus infection potential, vary greatly not only by occupation and age but also by living arrangement (e.g., congregate settings, dormitories), neighborhood and mobility (46–49), and whether the population has a coordinated and fundamentally effective policy to control the virus. With a better understanding of population structure during the pandemic, and risk factors of COVID-19, these limitations could be addressed. Meanwhile, the robust findings in favor of prioritizing those age groups with the highest IFR to minimize mortality could potentially be extended to prioritize those with comorbidities that predispose them to a high IFR, since the strategy of prioritizing the older age groups depends on direct rather than indirect protection.

Vaccine prioritization is not solely a question of science but a question of ethics as well. Hallmarks
of the COVID-19 pandemic, as with other global diseases, are inequalities and disparities. While these modeling efforts focus on age and minimizing incidence and death within a simply structured population, other considerations are crucial, from equity in allocation between countries to disparities in access to healthcare, including vaccination, that vary by neighborhood. Thus, the model’s simplistic representation of vulnerability (age) should be augmented by better information on the correlates of infection risk and severity. Fair vaccine prioritization should avoid further harming disadvantaged populations. We suggest that, after distribution, pairing serological testing with vaccination in the hardest hit populations is one possible equitable way to extend the benefits of vaccination in settings where vaccination might otherwise not be deemed cost-effective.
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Materials and Methods

Susceptible Exposed Infectious Recovered (SEIR) Model Overview

We used a continuous-time system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) compartmental model stratified by age. All individuals were assumed to be initially susceptible, unless they had been effectively vaccinated or had naturally acquired immunity, which was considered to be protective in this model. Susceptible people ($S$) transition to the exposed state ($E$) after contact with an infectious individual. After a latent period, exposed individuals become infectious ($I$). After an infectious period, individuals move to a recovered state ($R$). We assume that recovered individuals are no longer infectious and are immune to reinfection. The duration of time spent in compartments $E$ and $I$, in expectation, are specified in Table S1. Model equations were solved using lsoda ODE solver from the package ‘deSolve’, R version 3.6.0 (51). Fig. S1 shows model schematic diagrams for the variations of the SEIR model considered in this manuscript.

The force of infection, $\lambda_i$ for a susceptible individual in age group $i$ is

$$
\lambda_i = u_i \sum_j c_{ij} \frac{I_j + I_{vjj} + I_{xjj}}{N_j - D_j},
$$

where $u_i$ is the probability of a successful transmission given contact with an infectious individual, $c_{ij}$ is the number of age-$j$ individuals that an age-$i$ individual contacts per day, and $(I_j + I_{vjj} + I_{xjj})/(N_j - D_j)$ is the probability that a random age-$j$ individual is infectious. To calculate the basic reproductive number, $R_0$, we define the next-generation matrix as

$$
M = D_u C D_{d_I},
$$

where $D_u$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries $u_i$, $C$ is the country-specific contact matrix, and $D_{d_I}$ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries $d_I$, where $d_I$ is the infectious period. $R_0$ is the absolute value of the dominant eigenvalue of $M$. Age-stratified susceptibility values were drawn from literature estimates (13).
Incorporation of Vaccination, Vaccine Rollout, and Vaccine Efficacy

In the simplest version of the model, the vaccine is assumed to be transmission- and infection- blocking, and to work with variable efficacy. We considered two classes of scenarios. In the first class of scenarios, vaccinations are given in advance of model dynamics, which we call anticipatory vaccination. In the second class of scenarios, vaccinations are rolled out at the same time as the model dynamics, which we call continuous rollout vaccination.

In anticipatory vaccination scenarios, all the available vaccines were distributed at the initial time step, prior to the epidemic. To incorporate vaccinations, we initialized the model by dividing the total population of each age group between the susceptible compartment (S) and vaccinated compartment (V), according to the vaccine prioritization strategy and number of vaccines available. In anticipatory vaccination scenarios, the model was seeded with one infected person in each age group. Scenario 3 of the Main Text uses anticipatory rollout.

In continuous rollout scenarios, vaccine rollout was parameterized by the percentage of the total population that could be vaccinated in each day of simulation, with values ranging from 0.25% to 2% of total population (see Fig. S3). Scenarios 1 and 2 of the Main Text consider rollout speeds of 1% per day. The prescribed number of individuals were vaccinated in simulations prior to the start of each day, such that disease dynamics proceeded in continuous time while vaccine rollout was computed in discrete steps. In continuous rollout scenarios, the model was seeded with 0.5% of individuals in each age group infected.

We considered two ways to implement vaccine efficacy (ve): as an all-or-nothing vaccine, where the vaccine provides perfect protection to a fraction ve of individuals who receive it, or as a leaky vaccine, where all vaccinated individuals have reduced probability ve of infection after vaccination (See Supplementary Text S1). We ran simulations with both types of vaccine efficacy, with figures in the Main Text showing results only for all-or-nothing vaccines.

To incorporate an age-dependent vaccine efficacy (see Fig. 3), we parameterized the relationship between age and vaccine efficacy via an age-efficacy curve with (i) a baseline efficacy, an age at which
efficacy begins to decrease (hinge age), and a minimum vaccine efficacy $v_{e,m}$ for adults 80+. We assumed that $v_e$ is equal to the baseline value for all ages younger than the hinge age, then decreases stepwise in equal increments for each decade to the specified minimum $v_{e,m}$ for the 80+ age group. To determine whether there exists a $v_{e,m}$ such that the mortality-minimizing strategy switches from directly vaccinating adults 60+ to an alternative strategy, we used the bisection method (52).

**Incorporation of Existing Seroprevalence**

To incorporate existing seroprevalence and compare areas with differing naturally-acquired immunity, we used data and seroprevalence estimates from Connecticut [low seroprevalence; (28)] and New York City [moderate seroprevalence; (27)]. To model high seroprevalence, we simulated an unmitigated epidemic until 40% seroprevalence was reached. Seroprevalence was implemented by moving the proportion of seropositive individuals from each age group into the recovered compartment, $R$, prior to forward simulations.

The model’s implementation of vaccination depended on whether the vaccine was rolled out during ongoing transmission or prior to transmission, i.e. as an initial condition. For anticipatory vaccination without consideration of serostatus, $v_i$ doses are given to the population, a fraction $\theta_i$ of whom are already seropositive. Thus, the total number of individuals eligible for vaccination are $S + R$, assuming people in $I$ do not seek vaccination. The initial conditions are listed in Table S2, where $sp = 1, se = 0$. In dose redirection scenarios where vaccination is targeted only at seronegative individuals, simulations were conducted with sensitivity 96.7% and specificity 97.5%. Details of continuous vaccine rollout with dose redirection using an imperfect serological test can be found in Supplementary Text S1.

**Calibration to achieve target $R_0$**

Models were calibrated to achieve the target $R_0$ by multiplying the next-generation matrix by a constant to achieve the desired dominant eigenvalue, i.e. $R_0$. Because the constant factors out of the next-generation matrix equation, this may be mathematically interpreted as scaling up or down either the
contact rates $C$ or susceptibilities $u$. All model calibration was performed prior to the inclusion of age-stratified seroprevalence or vaccination, meaning that the reproductive number $R$ in the first days of a simulation may differ from $R_0$ depending on the scenario considered. Values of $R_0$ studied ranged from 1.3 to 2.6.

**Measurement of outcomes: infections, deaths, and years of life lost**

We ran simulations for 365 days to focus on the early prioritization phase of the COVID-19 vaccination programs. To compare the impact of different vaccination prioritization strategies, we calculated the cumulative number of infections and deaths. Infected individuals either move to the recovered or dead compartment, according to the age-dependent IFR ($I_9$) (see Fig. S1). The total number of estimated deaths was the number of people in the dead compartment at the end of the simulation. To calculate years of life lost from a death at a particular age (YLL), we multiplied standard life expectancy (SLE) by the number of deaths per age bin. We used the country-specific SLE estimates from the WHO Global Health Observatory (53), aggregated into age bins by decade using $YLL_i = \frac{1}{10} \sum_j Y LL_j$ where $j$ are the ages corresponding to decadal age bin $i$.

**Contact Matrices and Demographics**

Country-specific contact matrices include four types of contact: home, work, school, and other (21). In all simulations, we used total contact matrices, equivalent to the sums of the four contact types. Age demographics in all simulations were taken from the UN World Population Prospects 2019 (22) for each country. Age bins in each case were originally provided in 5-year increments, which were then combined into 10-year increments by addition. For instance, the number of individuals between 20 and 29 was the sum of individuals 20-24 and 25-29. The number of individuals 80 years and older was calculated as the sum of all age bins greater than 80.

We made two adaptations to existing contact matrices (21). First, we combined their five year age bins into ten year bins. Each entry in the matrices from Ref. (21) $x_{ij}$ corresponds to the number of
individuals of age-group $j$ that a person in age group $i$ typically comes into contact with. Thus, for a country with population fraction $d_i$ in age group $i$, the combined contact matrix entries are given by

$$c_{ij} = \frac{d_{2i}(x_{2i,2j} + x_{2i,2j+1}) + d_{2i+1}(x_{2i+1,2j} + x_{2i+1,2j+1})}{d_{2i} + d_{2i+1}}.$$ 

Second, we extrapolated matrices to include individuals 80+. To extrapolate, we copied the contact rates from 70-79 y.o. to our new row and column for 80+, along the diagonal. Then we filled in the end of our new row and column with the 70-79 y.o. contact rates with 0-9 y.o., assuming interactions with 0-9 y.o. are similar for people 70+. Lastly, to account for increased housing in long term living facilities for 80+ y.o., we decreased their contacts for 0-60 y.o. by 10% and added it to the 70 and 80 y.o. contacts. Thus, 80+ year-olds have the same total number of contacts as 70-79 year-olds, but relatively fewer among 0-69-year-olds and proportionally more among 70+ year-olds.
Figure S1: Schematics for vaccine modeling framework. Diagrams show compartmental models and transition rates for the (A) all-or-nothing, (B) leaky, and (C) variable transmission-blocking vaccine models used in this manuscript. $S$, $E$, $I$, and $R$ represent susceptible, exposed, infectious, and recovered compartments; $V$ represents a perfectly protected and vaccinated compartment; subscripts of $v$ and $x$ denote those who have been vaccinated with protection ($v$), and those who have either not been vaccinated or have been vaccinated but without protection ($x$). Grey unlabeled compartments represent death. The incorporation of a point-of-care serological test can be included by using known sensitivity $se$ and specificity $sp$, or can be excluded by setting $se = 0$ and $sp = 1$ (a convenient mathematical representation of the no-test scenario as a test that always returns a negative result). Test rollout rate $\alpha$ is given by $\alpha = n_{vax} / \left[ (S + E)sp + R(1 - se) \right]$. All compartments are stratified by age, in the text, with index $i$. See text for details and initial conditions.
Supplementary Text

S1 SEIR Model Modifications

The flexible age-stratified SEIR model framework allowed us to model (i) leaky or all-or-nothing vaccine efficacy, (ii) variable rollout speeds, (iii) point-of-care reprioritization of vaccines using an imperfect serological test, and (iv) the possibility of only partial transmission blocking effects, through straightforward modifications. The framework is shown in Fig. S1, and explicitly tracks individuals who were vaccinated and protected, vaccinated but not protected (all-or-nothing model only), considered for vaccination but did not receive a dose due to a positive serological test, and those who were not vaccinated or considered for vaccination. These four modes of operation are described in the subsections below.

S1.1 Implementing vaccine efficacy: leaky vs all-or-nothing

A vaccine with imperfect efficacy can be modeled as either a “leaky” vaccine, where all vaccinated individuals are $ve$ protected against infection (Fig. S1A), or an “all-or-nothing” vaccine, where a fraction $ve$ of vaccinated individuals are perfectly protected while the remaining $(1-ve)$ individuals gain no protection (Fig. S1B). We considered both model implementations of vaccine efficacy, showing results for the all-or-nothing model in the Main Text and the leaky model in Supplementary Figures, as indicated in figure captions.

S1.2 Implementing variable vaccine rollout rate

We allowed vaccines to be distributed (or “rolled out”) at different rates by parameterizing the number of vaccines available in each simulated day $n_{vax}$. In each simulated day, exactly $n_{vax}$ doses are distributed, according to the prioritization strategy, prior to calculating new exposures, infections, and recoveries. As a result, anticipatory vaccination, in which all doses are used prior to SEIR dynamics, can be implemented by setting $n_{vax}$ equal to the total number of doses available. In all scenarios, when all doses have been used, $n_{vax} = 0$ for all timesteps thereafter.
S1.3 Implementing point-of-care dose redirection with imperfect serological tests

The modeling framework depicted in Fig. S1 allows for the point-of-care reprioritization of tests by using the outcome of an imperfect serological test with sensitivity $se$ and specificity $sp$. We assume that only those who test negative receive a vaccine, but that this population may consist of true negatives from the $S$ or $E$ compartments or false negatives from the $R$ compartment. By tracking all such individuals, we prevent the model from vaccinating the same person twice. Similarly, we assume that those who test positive do not receive a vaccine at any point after testing positive. These include false positives from the $S$ and $E$ compartments and true positives from the $R$ compartment.

The numbers of individuals who receive a vaccination each timestep, given a supply of $n_{\text{vax}}$ to be allocated in that timestep, are

$$S \rightarrow S_v = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}S(sp)$$

$$E \rightarrow E_v = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}E(sp)$$

$$R \rightarrow R_v = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}R(1-se)$$

while the numbers of individuals who are tested but are excluded from vaccination are

$$S \rightarrow S_x = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}S(1-sp)$$

$$E \rightarrow E_x = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}E(1-sp)$$

$$R \rightarrow R_x = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{(S + E)sp + R(1-se)}R(se)$$

How many more susceptible individuals get vaccinated when point-of-care reprioritization in used? This can be computed a priori for anticipatory rollouts in which a fraction $\theta_i$ of individuals in subpopulation $i$ are truly seropositive and thus treated as recovered. If we further assume no ongoing transmission, then $S = (1-\theta_i)N$, and the number of susceptible individuals vaccinated is

$$\frac{n_{\text{vax},i}}{(1-\theta_i)sp + \theta_i(1-se)(1-\theta_i)sp}$$
while the number of susceptible individuals vaccinated without point-of-care serology ($se = 0, sp = 1$) is

$$n_{vax,i}(1 - \theta_i).$$

The relative increase in the number of individuals vaccinated (one minus the ratio of these two counts) is thus

$$\text{relative increase in susceptibles vaccinated} = \frac{sp}{(1 - \theta_i)sp + \theta_i(1 - se)} - 1,$$

suggesting that a test with 96.7% sensitivity and 97.5% specificity in a population with 25% true seropositives would lead to a 32% increase in susceptibles vaccinated. When vaccine rollout is not anticipatory, and instead continues alongside transmission, a priori calculations of this type are not possible.

S1.4 Implementing vaccines with imperfect transmission blocking

We considered a vaccine that prevents severe manifestations of COVID-19 infection, including death, but imperfectly blocks transmission of SARS-CoV-2 (Fig. S1C). To model such a vaccine, we modify the leaky vaccine model by introducing three different mechanisms for vaccine efficacy: $ve_S$ is the efficacy of the vaccine to decrease susceptibility; $ve_I$ is the efficacy of the vaccine to decrease infectiousness; and $ve_P$ is the efficacy of the vaccine to decrease the likelihood that the infection progresses to severe disease and death.

In this model, the infectiousness of vaccinated individuals is decreased by a factor of $1 - ve_I$. Second, the susceptibility of vaccinated individuals is decrease by a factor of $1 - ve_S$. This results in a force of infection for unvaccinated individuals of

$$\lambda_i = u_i \sum_j c_{ij} \frac{(I_j + (1 - ve_I)I^V_j)}{N_j - D_j},$$

and a force of infection for vaccinated individuals of

$$\lambda_{i,V} = (1 - ve_S)\lambda_i.$$
These values of $\lambda_i$ replace previous values of $\lambda_i$ for $S \rightarrow I$ transitions, and values of $\lambda_i,V$ replace values of $(1-\text{ve})\lambda_i$ for $S_V \rightarrow I_V$ transitions (see Fig. S1). Finally, the fatality rate, conditioned on infection, is multiplied by a factor of $1-\text{ve}_P$.

The impact of this non-transmission blocking model on minimizing incidence and mortality are shown in Supplementary Fig. S7 for $\text{ve}_S = 0$, $\text{ve}_P = 90\%$ and $\text{ve}_I = 0 - 100\%$. Note that when $\text{ve}_S = \text{ve}_I = 0$, there are no indirect effects of vaccination. Finally, we note that when considering a leaky vaccine with different effects on infection, transmission, and progression, the parameterization could be accomplished in any of several ways. Ours makes the choice for simplicity to consider the vaccine’s entire effect to be on infectiousness and progression.
Figure S2: **Impact of vaccine efficacy on maximum impact strategies (all-or-nothing vaccine).**
Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and vaccine efficacy as indicated. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); all-or nothing and transmission blocking vaccine. See Fig. S4 for leaky vaccine results.
Figure S3: **Impact of rollout speed on maximum impact strategies.** Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) for $R_0 = 1.3$ (left column) or $R_0 = 2.6$ (right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and the rollout speed of the vaccine, measured in the percentage of the total population vaccinated per day. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission blocking vaccine, $\nu_c = 90\%$. 
Figure S4: **Impact of vaccine efficacy on maximum impact strategies (leaky vaccine).** Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and vaccine efficacy as indicated. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); leaky and transmission blocking vaccine. See Fig. S2 for all-or-nothing vaccine results.
Figure S5: **Impact of reproductive number $R_0$ on maximum impact strategies.** Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) for a continuous rollout scenario (1% rollout/day; left column) or an anticipatory rollout scenario (all doses administered prior to simulations; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and the basic reproductive number transmission $R_0$. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); all-or nothing and transmission blocking vaccine, $ve = 90\%$. 
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Figure S6: **Impact of country demography and contact patterns on maximum impact strategies.** Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and the country whose demographics and contact patterns were modeled (21, 22). Shown: all-or-nothing and transmission blocking vaccine, $ve = 90\%$. POL, Poland; ZAF, South Africa; CHN, China; BRA, Brazil; ZWE, Zimbabwe; ESP, Spain; IND, India; USA, United States of America; BEL, Belgium
Figure S7: **Impact of imperfect transmission-blocking effects on maximum impact strategies.** Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and the vaccine’s efficacy in blocking transmission $ve_I$ as indicated. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22), for a vaccine with protective efficacy from severe disease $ve_P = 0.9$ and no efficacy for protection from infection $ve_S = 0$. See Supplementary Text S1 for modeling details.
Figure S8: **Impact of age-related decreases in vaccine efficacy on vaccine prioritization.** Heatmaps show that prioritization of adults 60+ to minimize mortality remains generally robust to large decreases in vaccine efficacy among older adults. Each point shows the threshold value of vaccine efficacy among adults 80+ at which prioritizing adults 60+ is no longer the best strategy to minimize mortality, if one exists (yellow, orange, red), or indicates that none exists (grey). Parameter combinations for which mortality is never minimized by prioritization of adults 60+ are also shown (black). Panels show combinations of the age at which immunosenescence begins (hinge age), total vaccine supply, and baseline efficacy for continuous and anticipatory rollout scenarios ($R_0 = 2.6$) for (A) Spain, (B) the United States, and (C) India, using an all-or-nothing vaccine model; (D) the United States, using a leaky vaccine model.
Figure S9: **Effects of existing seropositivity on the impacts of prioritization strategies (low seroprevalence).** Percent reductions in (A) infections, (B) deaths, and (C) years of life lost (YLL) for prioritization strategies when existing age-stratified seroprevalence is incorporated (July 2020 estimates for Connecticut; mean seroprevalence 3.4% (28)). Plots show reductions for Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$, realized $R = 2.55$) when vaccines are given to all individuals (solid lines) or to only seronegatives (dashed lines), inclusive of imperfect serotest sensitivity and specificity. Shown: contact patterns and demographics for the United States (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission-blocking vaccine with $ve = 90%$. See Figs. 4 and S10 for moderate and higher seroprevalence examples, respectively.

Figure S10: **Effects of existing seropositivity on the impacts of prioritization strategies (high seroprevalence).** Percent reductions in (A) infections, (B) deaths, and (C) years of life lost (YLL) for prioritization strategies when existing age-stratified seroprevalence is incorporated (model-generated; mean seroprevalence 39.5%; see Methods) and initial conditions are set to the S, E, I, and R compartment counts at the mid-outbreak time when seroprevalence reached 39.5%. Plots show reductions for Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$, realized $R = 1.45$) when vaccines are given to all individuals (solid lines) or to only seronegatives (dashed lines), inclusive of imperfect serotest sensitivity and specificity. Shown: U.S. contact patterns and demographics (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission-blocking vaccine with $ve = 90%$. See Figs. 4 and S9 for moderate and lower seroprevalence examples, respectively.
Figure S11: Impact of vaccine efficacy on maximum impact strategies (all-or-nothing vaccine; constant susceptibility by age). Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and vaccine efficacy as indicated, but unlike all other simulations in this manuscript and its supplementary material, except Fig. S12, simulations use a constant susceptibility by age. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); all-or-nothing and transmission blocking vaccine. See Fig. S12 for leaky vaccine results with constant susceptibility by age. See Fig. S2 for all-or-nothing vaccine results with varying susceptibility by age.
Figure S12: Impact of vaccine efficacy on maximum impact strategies (leaky vaccine; constant susceptibility by age). Heatmaps show the prioritization strategies resulting in maximum reduction of infections (top row), mortality (middle row), and years of life lost (bottom row) across Scenario 1 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 1.3$; left column), Scenario 2 (1% rollout/day, $R_0 = 2.6$; middle column), and Scenario 3 (anticipatory rollout, $R_0 = 2.6$; right column). Each heatmap shows results from simulations varying vaccine supply and vaccine efficacy as indicated, but unlike all other simulations in this manuscript and its supplementary material, except Fig. S11, simulations use a constant susceptibility by age. Shown: contact patterns and demographics of the United States (21, 22); leaky and transmission blocking vaccine. See Fig. S11 for all-or-nothing vaccine results with constant susceptibility by age. See Fig. S4 for leaky vaccine results with varying susceptibility by age.
Supplementary Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_E$</td>
<td>Latent period</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_I$</td>
<td>Infectious period</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_i$</td>
<td>Relative susceptibility to infection for age-$i$ individuals*</td>
<td>[0.4, 0.38, 0.79, 0.86, 0.8, 0.82, 0.88, 0.74, 0.74]</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$IFR$</td>
<td>Infection fatality rate</td>
<td>[0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.04, 0.12, 0.40, 1.36, 4.55, 15.24]</td>
<td>(19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_i$</td>
<td>Number of people in age group $i$</td>
<td>country-specific demographic data</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_i$</td>
<td>Percent of seropositive age-$i$ individuals</td>
<td>New York**: [32.0, 31.29, 24.9, 24.9, 26.4, 27.9, 25.75, 22.15, 20.7]</td>
<td>(15, 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Connecticut**: [3.9, 3.82, 3.1, 3.1, 3.1, 3.7, 3.2, 2.7, 2.7]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{ij}$</td>
<td>Number of age-$j$ individuals contacted by an age-$i$ individual per day</td>
<td>Country-specific contact matrix (home, work, school and other)</td>
<td>(21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1: **Summary of parameters used in modeling and simulation.**

* Relative susceptibility shown here is scaled in practice to give $R_0$ of interest.

** To relate NYC (27) and US (July/August, 2020; Connecticut chosen because it was the median of overall seroprevalence estimates reported in Bajema et al (28)) seroprevalence estimates to age bins by decade, we computed

$$\theta_i = (\sum_j \theta_j)/10$$

where $j$ is the ages in bin $i$. 

* Relative susceptibility shown here is scaled in practice to give $R_0$ of interest.
### Table S2: Initial conditions for simulations

Scenario initial conditions (ICs) are reported for scenarios considered in this manuscript. Vaccination rollout $\alpha = \frac{n_{\text{vax}}}{[(S + E)sp + R(1 - se)]}$. Situations with no dose redirection via serological testing are equivalent to setting $sp = 1$ and $se = 0$.

* ICs for all other compartments not explicitly specified are 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC*</th>
<th>Anticipatory rollout, all-or-nothing $ve$</th>
<th>Anticipatory rollout, leaky $ve$</th>
<th>Continuous rollout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_i(0)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\alpha_i N_i$</td>
<td>0.005 $N_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_i(0)$</td>
<td>$\theta_i N_i - \alpha_i \theta_i N_i$</td>
<td>$\theta_i N_i$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_V(0)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_i \theta_i N_i(1 - se)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_X(0)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_i \theta_i N_i se$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_i(0)$</td>
<td>$[N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] - \alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i]$</td>
<td>$N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{V_i}(0)$</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>$\alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] (sp)$</td>
<td>0 if leaky $ve$, else NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_i(0)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] ve(sp)$</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0 if all-or-nothing $ve$, else NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{X_i}(0)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] (1 - sp) - \alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] (1 - ve)(sp)$</td>
<td>$\alpha_i [N_i - I_i(0) - \theta_i N_i] (1 - sp)$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>